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ORIENTATION
Well, as being freshers to a new place everything seemed very new. New
place, new people and new teachers! The freshers were being led to the
two day orientation programmes. Being new to the place, I had no
company and was clueless about how the program was going to be. Well,
it started off with prayers and speeches. The students were told about
cleanliness. Dr.Mubeen of the Department of Zoology gave useful tips
through a Power point presentation about personal cleanliness and
hygiene. The second half of the day was taken over by Mr. Arun, who
told the girls what communication actually is. He entertained the girls by
calling them on stage and gave them tasks. He explained "failures are
stepping stones to success" and failing is not something embarrassing but
a very good lesson to go ahead in life. They also gave the rules,
regulations and the principles to be followed. On the second day, the
Head of the Department of Psychology spoke about the physically
challenged people. It was emotional, motivating and a very touching
speech. They also told the rules, regulations and the principles to be
followed in the college.

- Aamina Afra
IDD DEPARTMENT
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AN INTERVIEW WITH THE FRESHERS

Interviewer: How was your first day in the college?
Fresher 1: I loved the Orientation. It was interactive. So far it's good.
Fresher 2: I didn't like it here. It was boring, I felt uncomfortable. I was
scared.
Interviewer: How do you like the college so far?
Fresher 1: I love this college because it’s my ticket to my dreams. It's my
first step towards my future. I love the facilities here.
Fresher 2: At first I was interested in some other college. But after coming
here it feels good. I don't feel bad YET.
Interviewer: How is the transaction period from school to college?
Fresher 1: I feel matured. I feel free to be in College. I don't feel
restricted.
Fresher 2: I feel levelled up. I felt bad leaving my friends. It's a new
journey. I've met new people. I feel like it's a fresh slate.
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Interviewer: How do you feel about the rules?
Fresher 1: I feel it's like a school all over again. Just not without the
uniform.
Fresher 2 : Too much restrictions but if it is for upholding college's name
and reputation, I think it's alright.
Interviewer : Was the Orientation programme useful?
Fresher 1 : Yes, of course.
Fresher 2 :Felt sleepy, but enjoyed the day.

Live wire editors (AN)

BE AN ADROIT
INGREDIENTS REQUIRED:
100% of aim, 40% of confidence, 90% of hard work and
10% of luck.
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METHOD:
Initially, begin with 100% of aim and slowly stir it up with 40% of
confidence. With this half of the recipe is ready. Finally add 90% of hard
work. Now, the expected success is ready. Luck is added for flavor. Blend
it with joy and happiness.

By,
V.Lavanya,
III B.Sc. Physics
DO WOMEN LACK AMBITION?
I often ask a question to everyone. ‘Do women lack ambition?’. My
answer is exactly not. Women aim high but they do not get opportunities
to achieve their aim. They may get married or they may not achieve their
aim because of their family’s economic situations. We say men and
women are equal but still in the minds of parents they see women as a
weaker sex. We all know that if a man is educated, it would educate only
him. But if a woman is educated , it will educate the whole family. Hence
a woman’s education is very important. As I am in a women’s college I
used to ask my college mates, ‘’what their aim is?’’ they often reply that
they don’t have any aim! The reason for this is that they may get married.
This makes me feel that they are under pressure. My answer is that they
don’t get an opportunity to aim high. We all think that women achieve in
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all fields on par with men. But I am not sure whether every woman reach
their goal. Not exactly, many women don’t have any aim and also there is
lack of opportunities. This is the reason why women stay back. And
another reason is the fear of sexual harrasement. This may demoralize
their ambition. Women don’t lack in their ambition but the situations and
lack of opportunities may affect their ambition. I wish even after years,
women don’t lack ambitions because of any other reasons. They should
come out of their shackles.

By,
R.Aishwarya,
II B.A. Political Science
DEMOCRATIC COUNTRY WITH PEOPLE WHO
DEVASTATE THE SOCIETY WELL
A girl is still being judged by her looks.
If her outfit is way too less formal than expected, she is considered to be a
promiscuous. If she has boyfriends yet, it is another way to humiliate her
by saying she is characterless…
If a girl is fond of short skirts she’s advised that society would talk bad
about her. But, if a guy wears something which reveals his briefs off then
he is known as the so called ‘fashionista’.
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They said that, Nirbhaya was molested because she didn’t guard her
modesty’ shameless! So seven year old Hasini was brutally raped because
she was way too sexy and shown off to that pervert?
Maybe these people would even say that Hasini was a slut! Those
innocent girls were already tormented physically and you people rape
their souls through words. Wow! Democratic country with people who
devastate the society!

Nobody is expected to be a feminist but not being a chauvinist is the least
thing that would be done as good. We don’t expect any wishes on
woman’s day rather show a little of humanity before leaving a word of
disgrace.
Stop judging a woman’s choice without understanding her reasons!

By,
B.J.Fareen Sumaiya,
II B.SC. Physics
‘’EXAM HALL’’
The smile in your eyes;
The spark on your lips;
Tells me your untold story;
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Oh cute little fairy;
Charming, gorgeous, beauty;
Why isn’t watching you every day my duty;
Far sits unnoticed the other doll;
Vigorously writing in the entire hall;
Yes, your right exam hall and the poetic me;
Examiner watching the pretty me;
Its 10 minutes for ‘’11’’ and where the serious me;
Hiding the poem, horrible tragedy with me;

Bright beautiful sunlight filling up my black answer sheets;
Infinite thoughts and the question paper facing me.

By,
Samreen Fathima,
III B.Sc. Physics
UNTITLED
Writing a poem,
Is best when solemn,
Far away from the noises,
Close to nature’s voices,
There always exists,
A bond you can’t resist.
Nature provides her lap,
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So that you can take a nap,
Also write a poem that’s snap.
Writing, gives an eclectic feel,
That helps you reveal,
Your inner happiness.

By,
Harithra Narayanan,
II B.Sc Home Science

FRIENDS
This ain’t a story ‘bout me,
Neither a story ‘bout you,
It ain’t a story ‘bout a he or she,
It’s about Friendship that’s true.
My friends stole my lunch,
They stole my heart too,
Life is full of crisp and crunch,
But plain boring without you!
They insult on a daily basis,
They make fun of me,
But guess who helps in a crisis,
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Laughter therapy without a fee.
Many people call us this,
Many people call us that,
But my friends are my bliss,
My backbenchers deserve a pat!

By,
R.Afrean Jahan,
III B.Sc. CND
DO NOT YIELD TO CRITICISM

Once upon a time there lived a great artist in the South of India. He was a
great artist who very well portrayed the life of people at that time. He
received many gifts from many kings across the world for his work.
Although he had received many gifts he didn’t have the satisfaction for
his work. So he wanted to know people’s opinion about his work. Then he
thought of a plan, he drew a beautiful picture and placed it in the heart of
the town. Then he kept a board under the painting with the words ‘’please
mark the defects with an X mark’’. That night he couldn’t sleep well
because he thought of the comments that would come up. The next day he
was shocked to see the painting full of ‘’X marks’’. He was disheartened.
At that time he met his teacher and told him about the previous day’s
happenings. His teacher laughed and asked him to do the painting again
and keep it in the same place. But this time with different words, ’’please
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correct the above painting with the given paint and brush if you find some
defects’’. The artist did the same. The next day he was surprised to find
the painting without correction.

He immediately ran to his teacher’s

house and told him everything. In return his teacher smiled and said
‘’The world is busy in finding out other’s mistakes but it will not have
time to rectify one’s mistakes’’
‘’So you have to remain master of your art by taking only good comments
from the world’’

By,
P.Pavithra.
III B.A. Political Science
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What is waiting ahead?!
The July edition will have an account of the Fresher’s Eve which
is an event explicitly for the fresher’s where the students get to
show case their talents. We will also have the investiture
ceremony in the following month where the council members will
be given their official badges.
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